
comic impulse/
mode

Aristotle, four modes: 
tragic, epic, comic, lyric

arises directly from attempt to 
contend with tragedy

many, especially 
emerging writers, look 

down upon it

they seek to be 
serious/"high-minded"

don't set out to make 
people laugh

it's about "purging the writer"—
releasing the feelings

Hari 
Kondabolu

Steve Colbert

a kind of surrender, acceptance of 
helplessness and acquisition of a sort 

of power

Kurt Vonnegut

a distinct sense of 
humor in each person 
allows them to speak 

truthfully

tied with a need to survive 
(evolutionary origins)

allows us to recognize 
our sins and make 

progress

"when comedians are in 
charge of our morality, we are 

fucked"

to recognize 
doubt

to dwell in the awkward 
shameful places we would 

rather not be

to find some 
meaure of 

forgiveness

humor(ous expression) 
comes from an unconsious 

impulse

why we call it 
"comic relief" in 

heavy works

why are 
things 
funny?

because they are true and the "velocity of 
their truth" exceeds our realizations/typical 

communication

outside our usual norms/
decorum; it's 
transgressive

unexpectedness

a reprieve from our 
current reality

offers the 
propsect of 

potential relief

a kind of 
radicalism a departure from the 

conventions of the 
super-ego

The Wisdom of Children, 
Simon Rich

examples

Willing, Lorrie 
Moore

hairbrush and 
can of gravy

use of unusual objects and 
images and their 

combinations to provoke 
thought

The Ask, Sam 
Lipsyte

humor as a way to pursue/
convey insightful observation

can challenge the 
audience to keep up

"the ick factor is a real 
factory of laughs"

Dating Your Mother, Ian 
Frazier

truth: deep down all men want 
to be mothered

exercises

write a primer on an 
inappropriate rule you 
wish to enforce in the 

world, sell it

recall an autobiographical, 
uncomfortable episode—don't try to be 
funny, but take stock of the absurdity 

and look for forgiveness

disparity between what we 
know and what the character 

knows

Funny is the New Deep with Steve Almond


